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Camping CAP-OUEST 57 rue de la Grève Lanvéoc 883 893 935 RCS Quimper 

reservation@camping-cap-ouest.com 
 

The website www.camping-cap-ouest.com is hosted by the company OVH. 
The website is the exclusive property of SAS Camping CAP-OUEST. It was designed and 

produced by Agence Webandpixel 
 
Consultation of the www.camping-cap-oiuest.com website is subject to the full acceptance 
and acceptance and respect by Internet users of the following conditions of use. The Internet 
user undertakes to make personal and non-commercial use of the information contained on 
the site. non-commercial use. In the event of non-compliance with the provisions of this 
Charter by the the Internet user, his civil and/or criminal liability could be incurred. 
 
Content of the Site  
The site is operated by SAS Camping CAP-OUEST 
 
Intellectual Property  
The Site constitutes a work of which the agency Webandpixel agency is the author in the 
sense of articles L111.1 and following of the Code of Code. In general, the data, programs, 
musical samples texts, information, logos, visual identities, animated or not images and their 
their layout appearing on the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website are the property of of 
SAS Camping CAP-OUEST and are protected as such by the provisions of the Code of 
intellectual property. Any Internet user undertakes not to use them and not to allow anyone 
else to use anyone to use these contents for illegal purposes. Any representation or 
reproduction, or partial, permanent or temporary, on a computer and/or paper medium, and 
by any means whatsoever any process whatsoever (in particular by framing*), of any of the 
elements of the www.camping-cap-ouest.com or the services offered for sale, without the 
prior and the prior and express agreement of SAS Camping CAP-OUEST is prohibited, and 
constitutes an act of counterfeiting, which may lead to civil and/or criminal penalties.  
Only authorized for the purpose of private copying for the exclusive use of the copyist within 
the meaning article L122-5 2° of the Intellectual Property Code. No hypertext link to the 
www.camping-cap-ouest.com site may be installed without the prior and express agreement 
of SAS Camping CAP-OUEST The action of capturing the content of pages of an Internet site 
to transfer it to its own Internet site by means of a hypertext link hypertext link, making the 
said content appear to be its own.  
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Protection of personal data  
The Internet user may be required to provide certain personal data when answering the forms 
that are proposed to them. This information is required to process the user's request, 
by SAS Camping CAP-OUEST 
 
SAS Camping CAP-OUEST undertakes to comply with the provisions of law no. 78-17 of 6 
January 1978 relating to information technology, files and freedoms, as amended, and to take 
all necessary steps to ensure that the information provided is accurate and complete. 
January 1978 relating to data processing, files and freedoms, as amended, and to take all 
and take all necessary precautions to preserve the security of the personal information 
entrusted to us. No personal information will be communicated to third parties without 
the prior and informed consent of the Internet user. 
 
Responsibility 
SAS Camping CAP-OUEST declines all responsibility for any malfunctions that may occur on 
the malfunctions that may occur on the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website and lead to a 
loss of data or unavailability of access to the information produced on the site. 
 
The elements presented on the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website are subject to change 
without notice and are made available to without prior notice and are made available to 
Internet users without any guarantee of any kind whether express or implied. 
 
The presence of hypertext links on the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website, regardless of 
whether or not SAS Camping CAP-OUEST has given its prior consent, does not 
whether or not SAS Camping CAP-OUEST has previously given its consent - does not create 
joint and several liability between SAS Camping CAP-OUEST and the owners of the other sites, 
as to the content of the sites to which the Internet user is redirected. 
 
SAS Camping CAP-OUEST cannot guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the 
information present on the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website. In the same way, it cannot 
guarantee the absence of modification by a third party (intrusion, virus). 
 
Furthermore, the Internet user is solely responsible for the use he makes of the content of the 
Site www.camping-cap-ouest.com. Except in the case of gross negligence on the part of SAS 
Camping CAP-OUEST, it cannot be held liable for direct or indirect damage linked to the use 
of information produced on the Site www.camping-cap-ouest.com. 
 
Applicable Law and Jurisdiction 
All the information published on the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website and the use made 
of it are subject exclusively to French law. Is made are subject exclusively to French law. Only 
the courts within the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal of Rennes are competent to hear any 
disputes related to the use of the www.camping-cap-ouest.com website. 
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